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Abstract
We present the full list of conserved currents built of two massless spinor fields in
Minkowski space and their derivatives multiplied by Clifford algebra elements. The
currents have particular mixed-symmetry type described by Young diagrams with one
row and one column of arbitrary lengths and heights. Along with Yukawa-like totally
antisymmetric currents the complete set of constructed currents exactly matches the
spectrum of AdS mixed-symmetry fields arising in the generalized Flato-Frønsdal
theorem for two spinor singletons. As a by-product, we formulate and study general
properties of primary fields and conserved currents of mixed-symmetry type.
1 Introduction
The AdSd`1{CFTd correspondence establishes a dictionary between bulk gauge fields and
boundary conserved currents that in the case of totally symmetric massless fields of arbi-
trary spin is guaranteed by the generalized Flato-Frønsdal theorem for two scalar singletons
[1, 2]. Boundary conserved currents describe then composite excitations of two massless
scalar fields (see, e.g., [3] for reviews and more references).
It is remarkable that the above picture extends beyond the case of totally symmetric
bulk fields and boundary currents to include tensors of mixed-symmetry type on both sides
of the correspondence. The generalized Flato-Frønsdal theorem plays the central role once
again but now it involves two spinor singletons. Indeed, as shown by Vasiliev the tensor
product of two opd, 2q spinor singletons decomposes into an infinite direct sum of bosonic
massless AdSd`1 fields of mixed-symmetry ”hook” type and a finite set of massive totally
antisymmetric fields including massive scalar [2]. 1
The problem we solve in this paper is to explicitly construct conserved currents of mixed-
symmetry type that underlie boundary field-theoretical realization of the generalized Flato-
Frønsdal theorem. The corresponding currents that we further refer to as Flato-Frønsdal
1The Flato-Frønsdal theorem has been originally established in d “ 3 dimensions, where only totally
symmetric op3, 2qmodules appear. Mixed-symmetry type opd, 2qmodules arise in higher dimensions, d ě 4.
1
currents are built of two massless spinors on Minkowski space and a finite number ps´1q ě 0
of spacetime derivatives multiplied by Clifford algebra elements of rank p ď rd{2s. Their
conformal dimensions given by
∆crit “ s` d´ 2 , (1.1)
saturate the unitary bound of opd, 2q infinite-dimensional highest weight modules of mixed-
symmetry ”hook” type [4]. The currents are opd, 2q primary fields of mixed-symmetry type
and their conservation conditions are conformally invariant, i.e., these are primary fields
as well.
The paper is organized as follows. We start our analysis in section 2 with discussion of
conformal primary fields of mixed-symmetry type described by Young diagrams with one
row and one column. Studying conformal invariance in Section 2.1 we find two types of
conformally invariant conditions with one derivative to be identified later on with current
conservation laws, and fix corresponding conformal dimensions. In Section 2.2 we build
conformally invariant two-point correlation functions. Making use of the fact that any
conformal transformation is a combination of Poincare transformations and inversions, we
express two-point correlator in terms of a single matrix proportional to Jacobi matrix of
the inversion. More precisely, the correlator is written in terms of two particular sym-
metry combinations of the matrix with symmetric and antisymmetric indices. Section 3
considers advertised mixed-symmetry conserved currents in CFT. In Section 3.1 we de-
velop a general theory of conserved mixed-symmetry currents, paying particular attention
to trivially conserved currents, the so-called ”improvements”. In the following sections we
give particular realization of mixed-symmetry primary fields and build conserved currents
of scale dimensions and symmetry types that exactly match the Flato-Frønsdal spectrum.
So, in Section 3.2 a convenient bi-local generating formulation is considered that produces
conserved currents as expansion coefficients in auxiliary commuting and anticommuting
variables. It is worth noting that using bi-local functions makes sense from the holographic
perspective (see, e.g., the second item in [3]). In Section 3.3, using the generating for-
mulation we build traceful Flato-Fronsdal conserved currents. In Section 3.4 we consider
an example of building a traceless conserved current described by three cell hook Young
diagram. Conclusions and outlooks are collected in Section 4.
In the rest of the introduction section we briefly review opd, 2q infinite-dimensional mod-
ules identified with mixed-symmetry ”hook” massless fields in AdSd`1 and their realization
via the generalized Flato-Frønsdal theorem in the sector of two spinor singletons.
1.1 Review of the generalized Flato-Frønsdal theorem
We consider AdSd`1 bosonic massless fields with particular spins organized as Young di-
agrams with one row of length s and one column of height p. 2 Corresponding unitary
infinite-dimensional highest weight modules of opd, 2q algebra are denoted as DpE0| s, pq,
where op2q weight is the energy E0 is computed by Metsaev [4]
E0 “ s` d´ 2 , (1.2)
2Field-theoretical description of AdSd`1 mixed-symmetry free fields is available now within various
approaches [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Also, some cubic interaction vertices between mixed-symmetry
AdS fields and the gravity are known [14].
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and opdq spin weights ps,
p´1hkkkkikkkkj
1, 1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0q, where s ą 1, p ď rd{2s, are depicted as a couple
of numbers s, p. In the sequel, tensors of such ”hook” symmetry type are referred to as
ts, pu-type tensors. The case s “ 1, p ě 1 of totally antisymmetric massless fields is special,
the respective energy is given by formula (1.3) below. Note that the same value of energy
holds for totally symmetric massless fields Dps ` d ´ 2| sq because E0 for unitary fields of
general mixed-symmetry type depends on the size of the uppermost rectangular block only
[4]. For instance, a simplest ”hook” s “ 2, p “ 2 field has the energy E0 “ d, which value
coincides with that of the AdSd`1 graviton field.
Non-unitary massless modules DpE0| s, pq of the same symmetry type have values of
the energy given by [4] 3
E0 “ d´ p . (1.3)
Note that the same value of energy holds for unitary totally antisymmetric massless fields.
As a consequence, values of E0 for height p ”hook” non-unitary fields and p-form massless
unitary fields coincide. For instance, a simplest ”hook” s “ 2, p “ 2 field has the energy
E0 “ d´ 2, which value coincides with that of the AdSd`1 Kalb-Ramond field.
The remarkable fact about unitary mixed-symmetry modules DpE0| s, pq of arbitrary
spins is that all of them appear in the tensor product of two Dirac spinor singletons. This
statement is the content of the Flato-Frønsdal theorem that has been originally established
for op3, 2q algebra (in this case p “ 1, so only totally symmetric representations appear) [1].
More recently, the theorem has been extended by Vasiliev to the case of opd, 2q algebras
with any d and it has been shown that the whole scope of unitary ”hook” representations
with all admissible values of spins s and p appears [2]. 4
To formulate the theorem we consider Dirac spinor singleton defined as opd, 2q infinite-
dimensional highest weight unitary module with quantum numbers
E0 “
d´ 1
2
, and s “ p
1
2
, 0, ..., 0q , (1.4)
and introduce notation Di “ Dpd´1
2
, 1
2
q. According to Ref. [2], the tensor product of two
spinor singletons decomposes into a direct sum of mixed-symmetry ”hook” opd, 2q modules
discussed above
DibDi “ Dpd´ 1, 0q ‘
8ÿ
s“1
‘
rd{2sÿ
p“1
‘
´
Dps` d´ 2 | s, pq‘
‘D`ps` d´ 2 | s, d{2q ‘D´ps` d´ 2 | s, d{2q
¯
,
(1.5)
where (anti-)selfdual modules D˘ps ` d ´ 2 | s, d{2q appear in even dimension only. Note
that modules Dpd´ 1, 0q and Dpd´ 1 | 1, mq, m “ 2, 3, ... correspond to unitary scalar and
3Massless fields with energies below the unitary limit (1.1) = (1.2) correspond to non-unitary opd, 2q
modules. Their gauge symmetries have different structure compared to that of unitary massless fields, see [4,
5]. For instance, a unitary ”hook” field s “ 2, p “ 2 has the only gauge parameter given by antisymmetric
Lorentz tensor, while its non-unitary cousin has the only gauge parameter given by symmetric Lorentz
tensor. On the other hand, spin s “ 2, p “ 2 massless field in Minkowski space has both gauge symmetries.
4In d “ 4 case op4, 2q modules of arbitrary mixed-symmetry type arise in the tensor product of two
(super)doubletons [15].
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antisymmetric fields which are massive because their energies are above the critical values
(1.3). All other fields in the above decomposition are unitary massless fields.
In the following sections we develop a realization of the generalized Flato-Fronsdal
theorem (1.5) via conserved currents built of conformal spinor fields. To this end we
first describe non-symmetric opd, 2q primary fields and respective conformally-invariant
conditions to be identified with currents and their conservation laws.
2 Conformal primary fields of mixed-symmetry type
We consider the conformal algebra opd, 2q acting on d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime
R
d´1,1 in a standard fashion by coordinate transformations leaving the interval ds2 “
ηmndx
mdxn invariant up to an x-dependent positive scale factor, m,n “ 0, ..., d ´ 1. The
respective Killing vector can be represented in the form
ξmpxq “ Pm ` Λmnx
n `Dxm `Kmx
2 ´ 2xmpKxq , (2.1)
where Pm, Λmn “ ´Λnm, D, and Km are constant opd ´ 1, 1q tensors that parameterize
elements of the conformal group under consideration.
One of the main goals of the present section is to formulate conformally invariant con-
ditions that can be imposed on a given mixed-symmetry primary field. This classification
problem has been exhaustively solved in Ref. [16] by using a powerful technique based on
the unfolded formulation originally elaborated to describe higher spin dynamics. Confor-
mal operators and invariant conditions for SU˚p4q group were also studied in Ref. [17],
while Op4, 2q conformal operators realized as basis elements of an OPE decomposition for
matter fields in R3,1 were discussed in Refs. [18]. However, for our present purposes of
considering particular symmetry type primary fields more efficient and immediate way is
to use the standard field-theoretical construction elaborated for lower-spin cases (see, e.g.,
[19]).
The main idea behind the search for conformally invariant equations is to study secon-
daries for a given primary state and find out when the secondary becomes primary again so
that conformal invariance remains unbroken. From a group-theoretical perspective, such
states are singular vectors in modules generated from primary states. In the conformal
field theory under consideration primary states and their singular secondaries are realized
as currents and conservation conditions.
2.1 Primary fields and conformally invariant conditions
Conformal primary field OApxq, where x P Rd´1,1 and A collectively denotes components
of opd´1, 1q irreducible representation transforms with respect to conformal Killing vector
(2.1) as [20]
δξO
Apxq “ ´
`
L∆ξ O
˘A
pxq , L∆ξ “ ξ
mBm `∆σξ ´
1
4
pBmξn ´ BnξmqΣ
mn , (2.2)
4
where
`
Σmn
˘A
B “ ´
`
Σnm
˘A
B are opd ´ 1, 1q matrices, derivative Bm “ B{Bx
m, parameter
σξ is a combination σξ “ D ´ 2pKxq, and ∆ is a conformal dimension.
Let us consider particular primary field which is a traceless rank-3 opd ´ 1, 1q tensor
Om|n|kpxq, where slashes mean that indices are not related to each other by any type of
permutation symmetry. Its transformation law (2.2) is given by
δξOm|n|kpxq “ ´
`
ξlBl `∆σξqOm|n|kpxq
`
`
Λmp ` 2pKmxp ´Kpxmq
˘
O
p
|n|kpxq
`
`
Λnp ` 2pKnxp ´Kpxnq
˘
Om|
p
|kpxq
`
`
Λkp ` 2pKkxp ´Kpxkq
˘
Om|n|
ppxq ,
(2.3)
where we used opd´ 1, 1q rank-3 representation matrices,
`
Σmn
˘
αi|βj|γk
“
`
Σmn
˘
αi
ηβjηγk `
`
Σmn
˘
βj
ηαiηγk `
`
Σmn
˘
γk
ηαiηβj , (2.4)
and
`
Σmn
˘
αi
“ δmα δ
n
i ´ δ
n
αδ
m
i are opd´ 1, 1q vector representation matrices, α, β, γ, i, j, k “
0, ..., d´ 1.
Obviously, taking the divergences on the primary field gives rise to additional inhomo-
geneous terms in the transformation law. For the case at hand, one obtains
δξB
mOm|n|kpxq “ ´L
∆`1
ξ
`
BmOm|n|kpxq
˘
`2Kα
´
p∆´ d` 1qOα|n|kpxq ´On|α|kpxq ´Ok|n|αpxq
¯
.
(2.5)
As indicated in the first term above, a conformal weight of the secondary field BmOm|n|kpxq
increases by one compared to that of the primary field. Generally, inhomogeneous terms
in the second line are non-vanishing, but for particular symmetry type of indices these
may cancel that results in special values of conformal weight ∆. Traceless tensor Om|n|kpxq
can be decomposed into three irreducible components according to their symmetry type.
Namely, these are a totally symmetric traceless component Opmnkqpxq, a totally antisym-
metric component Ormnkspxq, and a ”hook” traceless component Omn,kpxq symmetric in
first two indices and satisfying Young symmetry condition Opmn,kqpxq ” 0.
For totally symmetric and antisymmetric components we conclude that secondary fields
transform homogeneously provided dimensions take values ∆ “ d`1 and ∆ “ d´3, which
are recognized as critical conformal weights, cf. (1.2), (1.3). It means precisely that one
may impose conditions BmOpmnkqpxq “ 0 or B
mOrmnkspxq “ 0 that define invariant subspaces
in modules generated from the corresponding primary fields.
For the ”hook” component Omn,kpxq the situation is slightly more subtle. According to
general formula (2.5) secondary field BmOmn,kpxq does not transform homogeneously and
only its symmetric or antisymmetric parts do. For special values of conformal dimension
5
∆ one can impose just one of the following constraints at once, 5
∆ “ d : BmOmrn,kspxq “ 0 ,
∆ “ d´ 2 : BmOmpn,kqpxq “ 0 .
(2.6)
Note that the last constraint is equivalent to BmOnk,mpxq “ 0 by virtue of Young symmetry
property. From the AdSd`1{CFTd correspondence perspective the first value of conformal
weight in (2.6) equals to energy E0 “ d of a unitary ”hook” field in AdSd`1, see (1.2), while
the second one equals to the energy E0 “ d´ 2 of a non-unitary ”hook” field, see (1.3).
The above discussion can be easily generalized to the case of primary fields of more
general symmetry type Om1...ms,n1...np´1pxq, where the first group of indices is totally sym-
metric, the second group is totally antisymmetric, while their mixed symmetry is described
by permutation condition corresponding to ts, pu-type Young diagram,
Om1...ms, n1...np´1pxq : Opm1...ms,ms`1qn2...np´1pxq ” 0 , (2.7)
along with the tracelessness condition,
ηnkOnkm3...ms, n1...np´1pxq “ 0 . (2.8)
Note that taking a cross-trace yields zero by virtue of Young symmetry (2.7).
The analysis of secondary field conformal transformations reveals the following confor-
mally invariant conditions and conformal weights
∆ “ s`d´2 : BkOka2...as´1as,m1m2...mp´1pxq´B
kOkpa2...as´1rm1,asqm2...mp´1spxq “ 0 , (2.9)
∆ “ d´ p : BkOm1...ms,n1...np´2kpxq “ 0 , (2.10)
where particular symmetrizations used above correspond to ts´ 1, pu-type and ts, p´ 1u-
type Young diagrams.
It is worth noting that conformally invariant condition (2.9) is valid provided that
conformal weight takes its critical value (1.1), or (1.2); conformally invariant condition
(2.10) is valid provided that the conformal weight is equal to energy (1.3).
2.2 Two-point correlation functions
Conformal invariance guarantees that two-point correlation function of two primary fields
of coinciding dimensions ∆ is completely fixed modulo a prefactor. The general analysis of
Ref. [19] shows that the form of two-point correlator can be concisely described in terms
of matrix
Imn “ ηmn ´ 2
xmxn
x2
, (2.11)
which is proportional to Jacobi matrix for the inversion transformation xi Ñ xi{x2. The
construction heavily relies upon the fact that any conformal transformations can be gen-
erated by Poincare transformations and inversions. Then, the answer for two primary
5From now on both symmetrization and antisymmetrization denoted respectively by p...q and r...s come
with a unit weight.
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operators of ts, pu mixed-symmetry type (2.7) is given in terms of two (anti)symmetric
tensors,
Si1...is|j1...js “ Ipi1j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Iisqjs , Am1...mp´1|n1...np´1 “ Irm1n1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Imp´1snp´1 , (2.12)
where (anti)symmetrizations are performed with respect to the first groups of indices, while
the second groups of indices are automatically (anti)symmetrized. Therefore, Si1...is|j1...js “
Spi1...isq|pj1...jsq and Am1...mp´1|n1...np´1 “ Arm1...mp´1s|rn1...np´1s. These tensors are building
blocks for the searched-for two-point correlation functions. Up to terms with traces, the
answer is given by
xOi1...is,m1...mp´1pxqOj1...js, n1...np´1p0qy “ C
Πi1...is, m1...mp´1|j1...js, n1...np´1pxq
|x|2∆
, (2.13)
where C is a normalization, ∆ is a conformal weight, and projector Π...|...pxq in the numer-
ator is realized in terms of building blocks of ranks s´ 1 and p, respectively,
Πi1...is, m1...mp´1|j1...js, n1...np´1 “ Spi1...is´1|pj1...js´1Aisqm1...mp´1|jsqn1...np´1 ` η-terms . (2.14)
Note that the projector admits another realization in terms of building blocks of ranks
s and p ´ 1 by way of a different symmetrization. However, blocks (2.12) are composed
in terms of symmetric matrix (2.11) so both realizations coincide up to a normalization
constant. A trace contribution can be uniquely fixed by adjusting Young symmetry and
trace properties of both sides. 6 The correlation function can be represented in a standard
fashion with explicit x-dependence as a linear combination of terms ηb1b2 ...ηc1c2
xa1 ¨ ¨ ¨xa2n
|x|2∆`2n
.
As an explicit example we give two-point function for primary conformal fields of sim-
plest ”hook” symmetry type read off from general formula (2.13),
xOij, kpxqOmn, lp0qy “ 2C
Πij, k|mn, lpxq
|x|2∆
, (2.15)
where C is a normalization, and projector Πij, k|mn, lpxq has the form
Πij, k|mn, l “
`
IimIjn ` IinIjm
˘
Ikl
´
1
2
`
IimIkn ` IinIkm
˘
Ijl ´
1
2
`
IjmIkn ` IjnIkm
˘
Iil ´
2
d´ 1
Tij, k|mn, l ,
(2.16)
where trace part Tij, k|mn, l is given by
Tij, k|mn, l “ ηijηmnIkl ´
1
2
ηmn
`
ηikIjl ` ηjkIil
˘
´
1
2
ηijηmlIkn `
1
4
ηml
`
ηikIjn ` ηjkIin
˘
´
1
2
ηijηnlIkm `
1
4
ηnl
`
ηikIjm ` ηjkIim
˘
.
(2.17)
6Let us comment that the holographic effective action depends on traceless shadow fields, while two-
point correlators appear as the second variation. It implies that though the first contribution in (2.14) is
directly obtained, the trace terms are reconstructed by adjusting Young symmetry and trace properties of
the shadow fields and the correlator. In the presence of the conformal anomaly, trace contributions are to
be considered more carefully, see, e.g., [21].
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An equivalent form with explicit x-dependence involves 60 terms.
3 Mixed-symmetry type conserved currents
We assume that currents under consideration are composed of elementary fields in Rd´1,1
and their derivatives. If constituent fields are chosen to be conformal (e.g., these are mass-
less matter fields considered in the present paper), then the resulting current may be a
primary field of definite conformal (scale) dimension. As discussed in the previous section,
currents with special conformal dimensions may satisfy conservation laws that correspond
to conformally-invariant conditions, namely (2.9) or (2.10). For arbitrary conformal di-
mensions conservation conditions may still hold but special conformal invariance breaks
down, leaving intact invariance with respect to Poincare and scale transformations only,
cf. (2.5). In the general case of non-conformal constituent fields (e.g., these are massive
matter fields) it is still possible to impose one or two types of conservation conditions but
underlying conformal invariance is obviously missing.
Note that totally symmetric conserved currents of any spin composed of massless matter
fields in in Rd´1,1 were built in the context of higher spin gauge theory in Refs. [22, 23].
For more discussion of totally symmetric currents on maximally symmetric spacetimes see,
e.g., [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Conformal operators in R3,1 with p “ 2 were considered in Ref.
[29], though an explicit check of conservation conditions has not been demonstrated therein
(see, however, [17, 18, 29] for more discussion).
3.1 General formulation
Let us consider tensor currents Ja1...as,m1...mp´1pxq, where x P R
d´1,1, a,m “ 0, ..., d ´ 1.
The first group of indices is totally symmetric, the second group is totally antisymmetric,
while their mixed symmetry is described by Young condition
Ja1...as, m1...mp´1pxq : Jpa1...as, as`1qm2...mp´1pxq ” 0 , (3.1)
i.e., the current has ts, pu symmetry type, cf. (2.7). Imposing tracelessness condition is
optional.
In order to formulate the first type conservation condition it is convenient to introduce
auxiliary constant tensor ξ
a1...as´1,m1...mp´1
1
of ts ´ 1, pu-type so that currents
Jnpx|ξ1q “ ξ
a2...as´1,m1...mp´1
1
Jna2...as,m1...mp´1pxq (3.2)
satisfy conservation law
BnJnpx|ξ1q “ 0 , B
n “
B
Bxn
. (3.3)
Demanding constant parameters ξ
a1...as´1,m1...mp´1
1
to be traceless with respect to Minkowski
metric ηab makes current (3.2) double traceless, while the conservation condition (3.3)
remains intact. Unless otherwise stated, parameter ξ1 is assumed to be traceful. From
8
(3.3) it follows that currents are defined up to ”improvements”, i.e., trivially conserved
terms,
Jnpx|ξ1q „ Jnpx|ξ1q ` B
mInmpx|ξ1q , (3.4)
where Inmpx|ξ1q are local (finite number of derivatives of composite fields) antisymmetric
tensor, Inm “ ´Imn.
7 Note that improvements for a given current Jnpx|ξ1q with a scale
dimension ∆ have scale dimension ∆´ 1.
Conserved currents (3.2), (3.3) define global symmetries with mixed-symmetry constant
parameters ξ1, generated by conserved charges built in a standard fashion as
Qpξ1q “
ż
Rd´1
J˚px|ξ1q , (3.5)
where the star label denotes pd´ 1q-from dual to the original current,
J˚px|ξ1q “ J
˚
n1...nd´1
px|ξ1q dx
n1 ^ ...^ dxnd´1 ,
J˚n1...nd´1px|ξ1q “ ǫn1...nd´1mJ
mpx|ξ1q .
(3.6)
Provided the original current is conserved, the dual form is obviously closed
dJ˚px|ξ1q “ 0 , d “ dx
n B
Bxn
, (3.7)
that defines the current cohomology. Trivial cohomology class is given by zero charges that
are produced by improvement currents.
To formulate the second type conservation condition one introduces auxiliary constant
parameter ξ
a1...as,m1...mp´2
2
of ts, p´ 1u type so that currents
Jnpx|ξ2q “ ξ
a1...as,m1...mp´2
2
Ja1...as,m1...mp´2npxq (3.8)
satisfy conservation law
BnJnpx|ξ2q “ 0 , B
n “
B
Bxn
. (3.9)
Demanding constant parameters ξ
a1...as´1,m1...mp´2
2
to be traceless with respect to Minkowski
metric ηab makes current (3.8) double traceless, while the conservation condition (3.9)
remains intact. Quite analogously to (3.5) - (3.7), one introduces dual currents J˚px|ξ2q
and conserved charges Qpξ2q. It follows that that original currents Jnpx|ξ2q satisfy the
following equivalence relation
Jnpx|ξ2q „ Jnpx|ξ2q ` B
mKnmpx|ξ2q , (3.10)
where Knmpx|ξ2q are local (finite number of derivatives of composite fields) antisymmetric
tensor, Knm “ ´Kmn.
7It is interesting to note that conserved currents in AdS spacetime can also be treated as improvements
in the class of pseudolocal expansions in inverse powers of the cosmological constant [24]. Apparently, for
massless constituent fields in Minkowski space this phenomenon is unparalleled, though massive theories
may exhibit analogous behavior.
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A given mixed-symmetry current (3.1) may satisfy either or both types of conservation
conditions. Using one or another conservation law makes no essential complications com-
pared to totally symmetric case. Therefore, it is useful to study the current cohomology
when both equivalence relations (3.4) and (3.10) are imposed. In particular, we describe
the trivial cohomology class. To this end we introduce the following quantities,
Pk|npx|ξ1q “ ξ
a1...as´1,m1...mp´1
1 Pka1...as´1,m1...mp´1npxq ,
Pk|npx|ξ2q “ ξ
a1...as,m1...mp´2
2
Pa1...as,m1...mp´2knpxq ,
(3.11)
and
Pnpx|ξ3q “ ξ
a2...as,m1...mp
3
Pna2...as,m1...mppxq . (3.12)
Here Pa1...as,m1...mppxq is some ts, p` 1u-type traceful tensor, and parameters ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3
are constant tensors of types ts ´ 1, pu, ts, p ´ 1u, and ts ´ 1, p ` 1u, respectively. Note
that Pk|npx|ξ2q “ ´Pn|kpx|ξ2q, while Pk|npx|ξ1q has no definite symmetry type with respect
to indices k and n.
Lemma 3.1. Let a given ts, pu-type current satisfy both conservation conditions (3.3)
and (3.9). The current represents the trivial current cohomology class iff it has the form
Jnpx|ξ1q “ B
mInmpx|ξ1q and Jnpx|ξ2q “ B
mKnmpx|ξ2q, with
BmInmpx|ξ1q “ B
kPk|npx|ξ1q ´ B
kPn|kpx|ξ1q , B
mKnmpx|ξ2q “ B
kPk|npx|ξ2q , (3.13)
where Pk|npx|ξ1q and Pk|npx|ξ2q are defined by relations (3.11), while Pnpx|ξ3q (3.12) satisfies
BnPnpx|ξ3q “ 0 . (3.14)
To prove the lemma one notice that all glpdq irreducible components contained in Inmpx|ξ1q
and Knmpx|ξ2q are in the tensor products of an antisymmetric 2-tensor and parameters
ξ1 and ξ2, respectively. Then, one observes that the only common component is given
by ts, p ` 1u type tensor denoted by Pa1...as,m1...mppxq above. Formulas (3.13) describe
then two possible ts, pu-type projections of Pa1...as,m1...mppxq contracted with one derivative.
Constraint (3.14) is a consistency condition for (3.13).
It is worth noting that due to (3.14) quantity Pnpx|ξ3q can be treated as a conserved
current. This observation allows one to reformulate Lemma 3.1 in the following useful way:
any ts, p`1u-type current with the first type conservation law defines a trivial cohomology
class of ts, pu-type currents subject to conservation laws of both types.
3.2 Generating function in auxiliary variables
In what follows, we discuss conserved currents built of massless spinor fields in d-dimensional
Minkowski space. To this end, let us consider Dirac spinor field ψαpxq, α “ 1, ..., 2
rd{2s on
spacetime Rd´1,1. Clifford algebra is defined a set of antisymmetrized combinations
!
Γm1...mk “ γmr1 ...γmks , k “ 0, 1, ..., d
)
(3.15)
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of matrices pγmq
α
β satisfying anticommutation relations γmγn` γnγm “ 2ηmnId, where ηmn
is Minkowski metric. By definition, k “ 0 gives the unity matrix Id. Dirac conjugate
is defined as ψ¯ “ ψ:γ0, where : denotes a hermitian conjugation operation. The spinor
field fulfills Dirac massless equation pγmq
β
α B
mψβpxq “ 0 and B
mψ¯βpxqpγmq
α
β “ 0 for the
conjugated field.
It is convenient to describe mixed-symmetry tensor currents as expansion coefficients
of some generating function with respect to auxiliary variables. The analogous generating
function for totally symmetric conserved currents built of complex scalar fields has been
described in [28]. Introduce commuting auxiliary variables umun “ unum, m,n “ 0, ..., d´1
and define a bi-local function in x-variables and u-variables,
Jm1...mkpx, uq “ ψ¯px´ uqΓm1...mkψpx` uq , k “ 0, ..., d , (3.16)
where spinor indices are implicit and Γm1...mk are given by (3.15). A conjugated spinor is
defined in such a way that the contraction ψ¯αψα is invariant under Lorentz transformations,
therefore functions Jm1...mkpx, uq transform as rank-k antisymmetric Lorentz tensors. Then,
introducing auxiliary anticommuting variables θmθn “ ´θnθm, m,n “ 0, ..., d ´ 1 one can
define extended generating function
J px, u|θq “
dÿ
k“0
Jm1...mkpx, uqθ
m1 ¨ ¨ ¨ θmk , (3.17)
such that functions (3.16) appear as expansion coefficients with respect to anticommuting
θ-variables.
Differentiating functions (3.16) one obtains
B2
BxnBun
Jm1...mkpx, uq “
“ ´lψ¯px´ uqΓm1...mkψpx` uq ` ψ¯px´ uqΓm1...mklψpx` uq « 0 ,
(3.18)
where the weak equality symbol « means that spinor fields satisfy massless Dirac equation,
and, as a consequence, its quadrated version lψα “ 0, lψ¯
α “ 0, where l “ BmBm. Another
differentiation yields the following expression
B
Bxn
Jnm1...mkpx, uq «
« ´2k Brm1 ψ¯px´ uqΓm2...mksψpx` uq ` 2k ψ¯px´ uqΓrm1...mk´1Bmksψpx` uq .
(3.19)
To prove the formula one uses the gamma-matrix anticommutation relations and pulls γn
to the the left and the right sides of Γnm1...mk in order to contract with x-derivatives and
thereby produce respective Dirac equations.
We conclude that the generating function (3.17) fulfills the conditions
B2
BxmBum
J px, u|θq « 0 ,
B2
BxmBθm
J px, u|θq ff 0 . (3.20)
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The above expressions are reminiscent of current conservation conditions. In the cases
k “ 0, 1 of totally symmetric currents we see that the right-hand-side of (3.19) is weakly
zero what precisely corresponds to a conservation condition. For k ě 2 the right-hand-side
of (3.19) does not vanish. However, an educated guess is that computing derivatives and
contracting indices should be supplemented by proper Young symmetrizations. In what
follows, we show that conservation conditions of one or another type are valid for particular
symmetry components contained in (3.16).
3.3 Flato-Frønsdal conserved currents
Expanding (3.16) in power series of auxiliary bosonic u-variable,
Jm1...mppx, uq “
8ÿ
s“0
1
s!
Ja1...as|m1...mppxq u
a1 ...uas , (3.21)
one obtains
Ja1...as|m1...mppxq “
sÿ
t“0
p´qp`tBpa1 ...Batψ¯pxqΓm1...mpBat`1 ...Basqψpxq . (3.22)
Combinations Ja1...as|m1...mkpxq are reducible tensors and their glpdq irreducible components
are contained in a tensor product of length s symmetric row and height k antisymmetric
column. A list of irreducible components is given by the following tensors: (I) type ts`1, pu
tensor, (II) type ts, p ` 1u tensor. Namely, 8
J pIqa1...as`1,m1...mp´1pxq “ Jpa1...as|as`1qm1...mp´1pxq ; (3.23)
J pIIqa1...as,m1...mppxq “ Ja1...as|m1...mppxq ´ Jpa1...as´1rm1|asqm2...mp´1spxq . (3.24)
It is crucial that representatives of two families (3.23) and (3.24) with equal spins s
have different scale dimensions. Indeed, a spinor field in Rd´1,1 has a scale dimension given
by
∆0 “
d´ 1
2
, (3.25)
while that of Ba is always 1. Then, scale dimensions of the same spin currents J
pIq
a1...as, m1...mppxq
and J
pIIq
a1...as, m1...mppxq are given by
9
∆1 “ s` d´ 2 , (3.26)
∆2 “ s` d´ 1 . (3.27)
Our main conclusion here is that generating function J px, u|θq (3.17) yields two families of
mixed-symmetry currents with different scale dimensions. Currents (3.23) have dimensions
8We assume that a height p does not exceed rd{2s. The case p ą rd{2s requires a separate consideration
that presumably leads to dual current formulations.
9The other way around, a scale dimension of Ja1...as|m1...mkpxq equals s ` d ´ 1 and hence its two
irreducible components (3.23), (3.24) with spins shifted by one have equal dimensions.
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coinciding with the unitarity bound value ∆1 “ ∆crit (1.1). Currents (3.24) have bigger
scale dimensions, ∆2 ą ∆1.
To deal with multi-index tensors it is convenient to introduce the following differential
operators,
S “ θm
B
Bum
, S˚ “ um
B
Bθm
,
D “
B2
BxmBum
, D˚ “
B2
BxmBθm
.
(3.28)
These operators satisfy simple relations which will be given where appropriate. Then,
currents (3.23) and (3.24) can be represented as
J
FF px, u|θq “ S˚J px, u|θq , (3.29)
J imppx, u|θq “ S˚SJ px, u|θq , (3.30)
where generating function J px, u|θq is given by (3.17). By expanding these functions in
auxiliary variables one obtains component forms (3.23) and (3.24), respectively. Young
symmetry conditions S˚J FF px, u|θq “ 0 and S˚J imppx, u|θq “ 0 are now obvious as a
consequence of S˚S˚ “ 0.
Below we formulate and prove three Lemmas that elucidate the difference between
families of currents (3.29) and (3.30). We study whether or not currents are on-shell
annihilated by differential operators S˚SD and D˚ to be identified with two different types
of conservation conditions discussed in Section 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Currents (3.29) satisfy the conditions
S˚SDJ FF px, u|θq « 0 , (3.31)
D˚J FF px, u|θq ff 0 . (3.32)
To proof the lemma one uses relation (3.18) represented as DJ px, u|θq « 0, and relation
(3.19) represented as D˚J px, u|θq « αSJ px, u|θq, where α “ αpNθq is some function
of the Euler operator counting a number of θ-variables. Then, using definition (3.29),
(anti)commutation relations S˚D˚`D˚S˚ “ 0 and DS˚´S˚D “ D˚, one derives relations
(3.31) and (3.32) by a direct computation.
Lemma 3.2 says that currents (3.29) satisfy the first type conservation condition (3.3)
only. Indeed, component form of (3.31) reads
BnJ pIqna2...as´1as,m1m2...mp´1pxq ´ B
nJ
pIq
npa2...as´1rm1,asqm2...mp´1s
pxq « 0 , (3.33)
and contracting above relation with auxiliary constant parameter ξ1 of ts ´ 1, pu-type re-
produces (3.3). Another type of conservation law is not supported. Also, it is worth noting
that the first type conservation law is consistent with imposing (anti-)selfdual conditions
in even dimensions d, so currents with p “ d{2 can be decomposed into their (anti-)selfdual
components.
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Conservation condition (3.33) trivializes for particular subclass of (3.29) identified with
totally antisymmetric Yukawa-like currents
J pIqm1...mppxq “ ψ¯pxqΓm1...mpψpxq , p ‰ 1 , ∆1 “ d´ 1 , (3.34)
that generalize conventional Yukawa current ψ¯ψ and may be considered as currents coupled
to massive k-form fields. The case p “ 1 is exceptional, the corresponding current is the
well-known electromagnetic current J
pIq
m1 pxq “ ψ¯pxqγm1ψpxq.
Lemma 3.3. Currents (3.30) satisfy the conditions
S˚SDJ imppx, u|θq « 0 , D˚J imppx, u|θq « 0 . (3.35)
The proof of Lemma 3.3 goes along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 3.2. Note
that by virtue of Young symmetry both conditions in (3.35) are algebraic consequences of
DJ imppx, u|θq « 0. Lemma 3.3 says that currents J imppx, u|θq satisfy conservation laws
of both types.
Lemma 3.4. Currents (3.29) and (3.30) are related as
J imppx, u|θq « D˚J FF px, u|θq , (3.36)
up to a normalization constant dependent on spins.
To proof the lemma one uses relation (3.19) represented as D˚J px, u|θq « αSJ px, u|θq,
where α “ αpNθq is some function of the Euler operator counting a number θ-variables. By
a direct computation one obtains D˚J FF px, u|θq “ D˚S˚J px, u|θq “ ´S˚D˚J px, u|θq “
´α`S
˚SJ px, u|θq “ ´α`J
imppx, u|θq, where α` “ αpNθ` 1q; the last equality reproduces
definition (3.30). In particular, Lemma 3.4 justifies the reason why scale dimensions (3.26)
and (3.27) are shifted by one. 10
Four Lemmas 3.1 - 3.4 taken together enable us to formulate the following propositions
that play the central role in this paper.
Proposition 3.5. Currents (3.30) are improvements.
To prove the proposition it is sufficient to note that according to Lemma 3.4 and Lemma
3.1 conserved currents J FF px, u|θq are used to identify conserved currents J imppx, u|θq
with trivial cohomology class .
Proposition 3.6. Currents (3.29) are Flato-Frønsdal currents.
The proposition is obvious because currents (3.29) have scale dimensions and symmetry
types that exactly match the spectrum of the generalized Flato-Frønsdal theorem (1.5),
10By way of example consider current J
pIIq
a “ Baψ¯ψ ´ ψ¯Baψ of dimension ∆2 “ d. The current can
be represented as a derivative of Yukawa-like current J
pIq
rabs (3.34) of dimension ∆1 “ d ´ 1 as 2J
pIIq
a «
BbJ
pIq
rabs ” B
bpψ¯Γabψq. In particular, the last equality demonstrates that Yukawa-like currents do not satisfy
the conservation condition.
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where the energies are equal to scale dimensions E0 “ ∆1 “ s ` d ´ 2 for massless fields
(conserved currents), and E0 “ ∆1 “ d´ 1 for massive fields (Yukawa-like currents).
It is worth noting here that one-particle states of massless Dirac particle in Rd´1,1
form opd, 2q module identified with singleton Di. In particular, their quantum weights
(1.4) and (3.25) coincide. It guarantees that all currents built of two spinors and finitely
many derivatives should have critical dimensions (1.1), while any other possible conserved
combinations should come as on-shell improvements. Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 clearly
confirm this observation.
In particular, it follows that true conformal primary operators correspond to traceless
conserved currents of critical dimensions J˜ FF that can be constructed as J˜ FF “ J FF ` ...,
where the dots stand for the improvement terms.11 Note that conservation and traceless-
ness, as well as adding improvements are to be on-shell. 12 To support the above suggestion
we mention that any trace of the traceful conserved current J FF is an on-shell improve-
ment. Indeed, any trace of the traceful conserved current is also conserved as can be seen
by taking traces on the conservation condition (3.33). 13 Then it follows that all traces are
on-shell improvements because their spin numbers are smaller than those of the original
current, while their conformal dimensions are higher than corresponding critical value.
3.4 Traceless conserved currents: s “ 2, p “ 2 example
As an example of the above discussion we consider the simplest case of three cell hook
conserved current. An explicit expression for the traceful Flato-Frønsdal current read off
from (3.29) is given by (up to an overall factor)
Ja1a2,m1pxq “ ´Ba1ψ¯pxqΓa2m1ψpxq ` ψ¯pxqΓa2m1Ba1ψpxq
´Ba2ψ¯pxqΓa1m1ψpxq ` ψ¯pxqΓa1m1Ba2ψpxq .
(3.37)
Its scale dimensions is ∆ “ d and Lemma 3.2 guarantees that this current is conserved,
Ba1Ja1ra2,m1spxq « 0 . (3.38)
Traceless component of (3.37) denoted by J˜a1a2,m1 is given by
J˜a1a2,m1pxq “ Ja1a2,m1pxq `
1
2pd´ 1q
`
ηa1m1Ja2pxq ` ηa2m1Ja1pxq ´ 2ηa1a2Jm1pxq
˘
, (3.39)
where Japxq “ η
mnJmn,apxq. One observe that on-shell the trace is a total derivative
of the Yukawa current, Japxq « 2Bapψ¯pxqψpxqq and thereby the trace part in (3.39) is an
11Some examples of this procedure for totally symmetric currents built of two spinors had been analyzed
by Anselmi in [23].
12One can also add trivially conserved quantities proportional to the projector matrix piµν “ BµBν´δµνl
in such a way that both conservation and traceless remain intact.
13This is true for s ą 2 currents. For s “ 2 case the situation is different because the conservation
condition either has just one index (p “ 1), or has antisymmetric indices only (p ě 2). For spin-2 current
the trace vanishes on-shell. For mixed-symmetry spin-t2, pu currents the traces are not conserved and do
not vanish on-shell and but all trace terms are organized into on-shell improvements, see next section.
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improvement. Indeed, going on-shell the trace part can be cast into the form BnFa1a2,m1npxq,
where Fa1a2,m1npxq “
1
pd´1q
pηa1m1ηa2n` ηa2m1ηa1n´ 2ηa1a2ηm1nqJpxq, where J is the Yukawa
current Jpxq “ ψ¯pxqψpxq, while the expression in the brackets has symmetries of the
window Young diagram. The conservation law is then easily obtained as Ba1 J˜a1ra2,m1spxq «
´ 3
2pd´1q
pBa2Jm1pxq ´ Bm1Ja2pxqq « 0.
A few comments are in order. First, it is important that proving conservation of the
traceless current is based both on an algebraic subtraction of a trace from the traceful
current, and the on-shell realization of a trace as a divergence of Yukawa current. Second,
the above example can be directly generalized to arbitrary hooks of t2, pu-type; here the
trace is a derivative of the Yukawa-like current ψ¯pxqΓm1...mp´2ψpxq so that trace contribu-
tions are again on-shell improvements. Third, it may also be worth noting that as the
current Ja1a2,m1pxq has only three indices it follows that the double tracelessness condition
is trivially satisfied anyway.
Finally, traceless mixed-symmetry conserved currents with arbitrary spins s and p can
be constructed by inserting some differential operator in between two spinors in the basic
formula (3.16). This operation should be analogous to that one in the totally symmetric
case [30, 28]. Note, however, that choosing the traceless current cohomology representative
is not unique and different choices are related to each over by adding on-shell improvements,
see (3.5), (3.7).
4 Summary and discussion
In this paper we introduced conserved tensor currents of ”hook” mixed-symmetry type in
d-dimensional Minkowski space and investigated their basic properties. For special class
of currents identified with opd, 2q conformal primary fields of critical dimensions we pro-
posed an explicit realization via massless spinor fields. On the other hand, we discussed
primary fields of mixed-symmetry type for which we classified conformally-invariant con-
ditions with one derivative and described two-point correlation functions. Our analysis of
conserved currents supplemented by the generalized Flato-Frønsdal theorem of [2] ensures
the validity of the AdSd`1{CFTd correspondence for ”hook” mixed-symmetry fields on the
kinematical level. However, its dynamical realization may crucially depend on particular
field-theoretical formulation used to describe bulk fields [31].
It would be interesting to investigate the following applications of mixed-symmetry
conserved currents.
First, an explicit realization of conserved currents via matter spinor fields allows one to
analyze global symmetry algebra generated via conserved charges (3.5). Indeed, constant
opd ´ 1, 1q parameters of ts ´ 1, pu type can be identified with a part of parameters of
higher spin global symmetry algebra hup1| p1, 2q:rd, 2sq introduced by Vasiliev [2]. To make
the correspondence complete one should proceed along the lines of Ref. [32] and using
Flato-Frønsdal currents found in this paper construct a full set of conserved currents with
explicit x-dependence. It is expected that respective constant parameters are described by
opd, 2q traceless tensors with symmetry type corresponding to two-row rectangular block
with one column added.
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Also, once a higher spin theory in AdSd`1 governed by hup1| p1, 2q : rd, 2sq algebra is
formulated it is interesting to investigate its holographic dual in the spirit of the Klebanov-
Polyakov and Sezgin-Sundell conjecture in d “ 3 case [33, 30]. It is tempting to speculate
that hup1| p1, 2q:rd, 2sq higher spin theory is holographically dual to the Gross-Neveu model
in d dimensions. The mixed-symmetry Flato-Fronsdal currents built in this paper along
with the AdS4{CFT3 case provide a strong support in favor of such a duality. Of course, the
conjecture crucially depends on parity/higher spin symmetry violating and choosing either
regular ∆` “ d ´ 1 or irregular ∆´ “ 1 boundary conditions for massive antisymmetric
bulk fields (including a scalar). All these important issues are to be clarified in as yet
unknown higher spin theory for hook fields.
One further direction concerns both string theory and higher spin theory interactions in
Minkowski space. It would be interesting to compute n-point correlation functions of mixed-
symmetry conserved currents along the lines of Refs. [19, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41].
Finally, there remains an important task to describe and give particular realizations of
conserved currents of arbitrary mixed-symmetry type in terms of dynamical fields.
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